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Introduction

Written Tales Chapbook III, a collection which embraces freedom.
Each author writes on the theme of what it means to them. This vol-
ume encompasses many aspects of the term, which embraces the ef-
fects of war, society, life, and religion.

The stories and poems within these pages will touch the heart. We
hope you enjoy this edition as much as we did preparing it to share
with you.

To receive updates and support Written Tales, please join us at
writtentales.substack.com.

https://writtentales.substack.com/


Charlotte Bronte
An English Poet and Novelist

April 21,1816 ~ March 31,1855.

“I am no bird; and no net ensnares me: I am a free human being
with an independent will.”

— Charlotte Bronte



Cry Freedom
John Kaniecki

(To Trudy My Nurse)

Cry freedom, cry and wail
Awesome, awesome is your tale
Steven Biko the former saint
With rainbow colors so you paint

Cry freedom, shout the scream
Never sleep, never doubt the dream
Words they fail
Actions prevail

Cry freedom I shall cry along
Together the better in melodic song
Righteousness, bliss & sweet lover’s kiss
Evil is wrong

CRY FREEDOM CRY!
Live or die, Love is why!
The chorus before us
Jesus Messiah on the cross
His gain our loss?



Cry freedom cry
NO MORE TO CRUCIFY

Cry freedom cry
Truth tells no lie 1



Dilemma, Dilemma
Dee Allen

SEVEN DOORS. SEVEN CHOICES.

Dilemma, dilemma.

Facing these doors in this surreal corridor taunts me with my ability
to decide. What could be behind them? Six are dove-white, one is ca-
nary-yellow. Facing them also fills me with trepidation and self-
doubt. 

What if the yellow door leads to paradise or a prize? 

What if the other door leads to perdition, Elysian Fields in flames,
and the other 6 have prizes? 

What holds me captive? Fear, making the wrong choice. But I’ll nev-
er know the outcome unless I try to break free from fear’s spell and
step forward to turn the knob… 1



Freedom Fruit
Evie Groch

A SIMPLE NAVAL ORANGE, RIGHT HERE IN FRONT OF ME, BRIGHT, JUICY,
and a main ingredient for what I’m about to make to celebrate the
Festival of Purim, something my parents had to do in secret in east-
ern Europe. When I slice the orange open, I’m transported to the in-
firmary I was in during a sixteen day voyage on a freighter from Bre-
men, Germany, to New Orleans, USA, my entry point. An infirmary
like a cell. I had the measles. Couldn’t eat. Forlorn, isolated, and only
three years old. What were they thinking? Anger rises in me yet. My
father, my hero, sneaked into my cell in the evenings with sweet,
juicy oranges, something I could easily swallow. 

“Hayale,” he called me, the diminutive for Haya, or Alive, Living in
English. “Try these, or at least suck the juice out.” These golden orbs
nourished me and became my diet. How I take them for granted
now, these sunbaked treasures.

My nose twitches. Why now? Because I am remembering other
smells on board, not so nice smells. God, I hated the urine-stained
mattresses we slept on out of the infirmary. The smell nauseates me
even today, having imprinted on my senses a stench steeped in
poverty, rationing, refugees, and those of little hope. I still haven’t
completely shed these labels after so many years. But luckily, there
were other aromas to offset these. I can inhale them now in my
mind. Strange smells, new to me, but more common to me now than
ever before. How did they first reach me? When did I first taste the
food connected to the smell? When did I accept them? It didn’t hap-
pen all at once.



Alvira Street, I think it was—the train station we got off at in Los An-
geles after leaving New Orleans. Bold colors, piñatas, chilies, salsas,
tortillas, guacamole all assaulted my senses. The downtown heart of
the Mexican city. It was years before I tasted the foods these aromas
came from. Too alien for my parents, who didn’t even know what to
call them. I never won them over. It wasn’t until much later even I
accepted these foreign foods. But then, like others, the craving start-
ed. How long can I go without needing to give in to a Mexican meal?
Not very long, although I’m still not a big fan of cilantro, after so
many years. From oranges to Mexican food. What was next? My
name.

How did I lose my name? Am I still who I am with my name
changed? Is it this way for all immigrants? I sometimes wonder if
changing my name was a betrayal of sorts. Not on my part, because I
had little to do with it. Was it a betrayal by my parents of our cultur-
al heritage? Or was it simply a reach too far for assimilation?

My father entered the country as Yossel; in Poland and Germany,
they called him Josef. Here it was immediately changed to Joseph.
My mother came as Feige, or as Fania in Poland. Here she became
Faye. I never knew how they liked their new packaging, but I don’t
think it mattered to them. It was the entry price for relocation. What
they called each other at home never changed, no matter where they
lived.

They enrolled me in a private school on a scholarship for need,
which had an opening for a kindergartner. To my surprise, there al-
ready was a Haya in the class. I wonder what turn my life would
have taken had she not been there. There couldn’t be two. I guess
that was the law back then. My teacher, either in her wisdom or be-
cause of her lack of sensitivity, reassigned me the name Hava, Eve in
English. Would a one letter change really matter? In a few seconds, I
was a new entity.

Five years later, at the naturalization ceremony for my parents and
me, the three of us were sworn in and became legal citizens. Joseph,
Faye, and Evelyn. Evelyn would appear on all my legal records and
sound as foreign to me as a Greek name. But now, now that I have a
say in how I’m referred to, I go by Evie (not E.V., but Ehvy). I contin-



ue to correct people who mispronounce it because that has become
me… until the barista at Starbucks spells my name, and then some-
one else tries calling it out: Evvie, Eevy, Eeby, Edie, Eddie, Audie,
Eva. Which will it be today? I even thought about coming up with a
name just for me to use at Starbucks, but the baristas beat me to it.
Since I speak Spanish with them, they named me Evita, and it fits.
Problem solved—no mispronunciations. So, no more changes. Noth-
ing left to assimilate.

All this memory floods out as I cut open an orange to make the fill-
ing for hamantaschen, my favorite treat to be eaten at the Festival of
Purim, a festival I am free to celebrate in my adopted country under
my new name. 1



Freedom Or Freedumb
Doug Hawley

THERE ISN’T A SIMPLE ANSWER TO WHAT FREEDOM MEANS TO ME. THERE
are things that it is and there are things that it isn’t.

I have freedom of movement, but that doesn’t mean that I get to
drive a Cadillac or take a cruise around the world if I can’t afford it.

I can believe or not believe what I want. That doesn’t give me the
right to force people to believe as I do, or do as I want them to do.

I can own a firearm with limitations according to whatever local law
and the Supreme Court is saying on a given day. I’m not in a regulat-
ed militia and don’t want to kill, so I avoid gun ownership. As I am
writing this, fourteen people were killed with a gun or guns in a
school in Texas. Revision—nineteen people.

I can support or vote for the candidate of my choice, but for several
years I’ve had a choice between different losers, so it doesn’t do
much for me.

I get an education, but it is up to me to evaluate it and use it. Many
ignored or forgot most of what they learned in school and now de-
pend on conspiracy nuts, talk shows, and celebrities for their infor-
mation. The loudest, craziest, and most partisan are responsible for
most of the noise.

I get health care, but if I weren’t on Medicare, it might not be good.
While many in the USA get inadequate health care, some get too
many tests and waste doctors’ time.



I can live where I want to if I can afford it, but it might not be a
pleasant place and I might not be wanted.

I have freedom from want, but it isn’t guaranteed, it depends on my
bank account.

None of us have freedom from fear because of hateful people who
might want to kill us because of our race or religion.

I can live and love with the person of my choice if that person agrees
to it. Unfortunate people end up with abusers or alone.

I have freedom of expression within legal limits (plagiarism, libel,
perjury), but no one has to offer me a venue or listen to me.

I have the right to pursue happiness, but I’m not guaranteed of at-
taining it.

I have the freedom to try for the occupation of my choice, but no-
body would pay me to play basketball or sing. 1



Freedom To Change Our World
Mark Ready

At first we huddled together at night
Without claws or teeth to fight
Bereft of muscles and of might
But with a mind exceedingly bright
 
A hand that could fashion what the mind designed
Was to our advantage undenied
And our kith and kin spread far and wide
Swelling our heads with unearned pride
 
At the apex we resided
All other creatures we derided
Because by God we were guided
adapting our environment as we required
 
The freedom our brain provided
Was for many years unrequited
So that today we find ourselves required
To deal with a crisis we incited
 
Time has shown we were misguided
To think our freedom so one-sided
When our actions with Mother Nature collided
She was not delighted. 1



Franklin D. Roosevelt
An American President

March 4, 1933 ~ April 12, 1945

“In the truest sense, freedom cannot be bestowed; it must be
achieved.”

— Franklin D. Roosevelt



Freedom To Explore
Bob Bussey

Freedom has only a few good expressions.
Words as you want to use them.
Music you want to hear.
Paintings you want to see.

The sky, clouds, flowers and greenery are your paintings.
The wind in your ears, the music.
The chatter of your wheels, the words.
The road, path, or trail — your freedom.
 
Freedom to see, smell, think and feel
While rolling along.
In a sprint, up a hill, or lazily down the road.
Choices are endless.
Visions countless.
Words enumerable.
 
What lies beyond that hill?
The smells of spring?
Sunshine or rain?
The downhill rush of excitement?
Like diving into a cloudy pool of water.
All senses alive, yearning, burning.
 
Some race to satisfy a need.
Some cruise to satisfy a desire.



Others tour fast or slow, months at a time.
All are hooked.
Fascinated by the freedom that cycling brings. 1



Freedom To See
Traci Neal

Freedom sheds light 
From the wrong and the right.
Freedom lives in this love fight.
Yes, freedom moves hearts beyond all sight.
I see. I see.
Freedom lies within me.
Free in peace.
Free to give.
Free to breathe blessings.
Free to care.
Free to show mercy.
Free to forgive.
What makes my life whole?
What makes the world welcoming?
I see. I see.
Freedom lies within me. 1



Friday Afternoon Freedom
Carmen Fong

Friday afternoon freedom —
repent for your sins of the week.
 
1am: leaving the operating room.
Dead colon, did the best you could.
 
Thursday, four people who trust you repeatedly with their

asses.
Wednesday, phone calls and paperwork between patients.
Tuesday, cancer doesn’t wait, it invades.
Monday morning, scorning the help with your despair.
There isn’t enough gratitude in the world to fix your attitude.
 
No feeling like walking out of the hospital on a sunlit day.
Dusk at bay, the only thought being:
run away, as fast as you can.
Lose yourself on well drinks and the drafty patio,
Nachos on the table, loud patrons nearby… 1



Invitation
Joan McNerney

Would you like to unwind
an afternoon at the lake?

Solar sparks spilling over us
in showers of golden sizzle.

Put on short shorts, skimpy tops,
stick our toes into oozy mud.

Breezes will shake treetops
while we listen to bird songs.

Why not float on new grass
facing an Alice blue sky?

Read celestial comic strips
from mounds of clouds.

We can count sunbeams,
chase yellow butterflies.

Devour bowls of cherries
painting our lips crimson.



This noontime is perfumed
with zillions of wild flowers.

Let’s go away all day...be
embraced by the goddess.1



It is Sad
Vincent F. A. Golphin

That is what we say,
Those left to mourn human loss
Those who scream “black lives matter,”
Into the faces of legal indifference,
Victimized by the inconsistency of slavery’s legacy,
One country, two laws;
Or one law, white and black justice.
It is truly sad….
 
Decades swiftly run through; nod at the past,
Progress toward justice fades just as quick,
While “one nation” remains an ideal,
While Obama’s, Martin’s and Malcolm’s,
the ancestors’ promise ‘Change soon come.’
We who believed are shut or die while
America trades Truth for Trump
Then gags as Liberty turns into an island curiosity.
It is truly sad….
 
“She went,” they thought, “never to return,”
deplorable minds make America hate again,
the old ideals float up like spirals of smoke
then resurge between the dark, gray clouds
as women-led crowds filled the streets
to invite the hope borne in the Founders’ words,
of faith in a life for all beyond tyranny and death.



It is truly sad….
 
For the millions who won’t let go of hope,
Black and white faith fuels Americans’ journey
like a small inextinguishable flame,
whose flicker heats the core for their ideals.
Hopeful cries arise from every corner
It is truly sad….
The voices declare again and again,…
“You can kill us, but you won’t make us quit.” 1



Rabbi Jonathan Sacks
An English Orthodox rabbi, philosopher, theologian, and

author.

March 8, 1948 ~ September 1, 2013

“Freedom is won, not on the battlefield, nor in the political arena,
but in human imagination and will. To defend a land, you need an
army. But to defend freedom, you need education.”

— Rabbi Jonathan Sacks



Light Crashing Into An Inside Wall
Alan Bern

the last night of Passover, April 16, 2020
I.

Stumbling in hall
In the middle of life’s night
Falling against bone-white stucco walling
Cocking a deep-framed print
Such that that mount slips
Blake’s “Thou Hast Fulfilled the Judgment of the Wicked”
Noticing this angle days later
Leaving it askew

II.

“But thou hast fulfilled the judgment of the
wicked: judgment and justice take hold on thee”

Bible’s words addressed to Job while Blake wrote and drew
To Satan tumbling with Hate’s accompanier’s
To the words of Milton in the back-sounds

III.



The frame now straightened
But the print tilting does not help pour
Satan toward destinations welcomed
By the refreshened multitudes
While legion followers can be
Dis-attached only by rupture
Greed seems Hate’s greatest addiction
Without Hate’s fluid greed grows nil

IV.

Stopping now in the bathroom
And to keep the sleep intact
But the half-falling has awakened
The stumbler and household
What pride was there before
That short trip from dream
Into and out of this
Important process
Of remembering all

V.

Greed lives and is now overall
But Pride is the greater and speaks
Momentarily and monetarily
Through Judaism straight into
The Book of Job
And on into Christ
Miraculously these are secular
Social sins with no religion
Still with an Amen

VI.

Taking apart the bright matte acid-free
And delicate print framing



Carefully with gloves white
To set Satan straight and
Send to suffering those
Who have only taken
And forgotten the share
All have in this free and now
Deliberated world 1



Running, Lightwave Riding
Allison Grayhurst

Keeping a holy flame
close to my chest, in the mornings,
deep in the base-line sleep
I throw a stone sideways - many pipes
are broken, hearts clogged with
despair, disappointments and dreams
of eternal dreams.

Answers start up like old machines,
make noise, but cannot be useful or join
a continuous flow.

Depleted bank accounts,
rough-shod carpets and rotting wooden subfloors — all of

this is the same,
but what isn’t is how I kiss high above,
feel myself and all who I love, cradled
in divine tenderness.

Do you know love, that kind of love?
It is better than smooth skin, soft fur,
or a year away on Spanish shores.
It is dangerous because it is all that is left,
and in that lofty beauty, all else is
forfeit that doesn’t match its wonder,



simplicity, discipline.

It has to be surrender.
It has to be in this world
of chaos, unpredictable danger
and mishaps.

It is about connections,
fumes over the swamp, fledglings left alone
to die in the too-hot sun, and
waterholes gone unreplenished.

It is always this fear, this faith as one,
balancing, illuminated, filling up with pressure
then taking in every blessing,
the singularity of life, senseless conditions,
steel-bar limitation, pleading while satisfied,
longing while fulfilled, coat off, shoes off
— toe bent and broken,
glad to still be able to walk, to climb a chair, clean a home
and ask myself - is this freedom? 1



Shriveled Being
Cai Quirk

I found a being in the woods
shriveled and left there to die
no water no food no sanctuary
maggots had begun to multiply
 
I took this being upon my back
not knowing eir origins or kind
but kindness is a human trait
I couldn’t leave em behind
 
resilience gleamed in the teary gaze
as ey turned eir face to mine
far beyond defeat or fear
eyes with a steely shine
 
releasing the harm internalized
as tears fell like rain
cleansing renewing purifying
no longer surviving in vain
 
I nourished this being back to health
ey began to flourish and thrive
a rich green aura came from within
bringing em vibrantly alive
 
green rays shone from eir very core



as into eir power ey grew
freed from the lies ey once was told
of auras only pink or blue
 
but then when ey returned to this world
with hopes it would now be benign
few others could see beyond two colors
and eir shine began to decline
 
ey came back to me for shelter once more
and together we agreed to try
to create a culture both free and kind
where no color would live a lie
 
and so we began to build and to plan
inviting the others we found
to bring their colors of every shade
to this place of common ground
 
we built a community so welcoming
that soon others wanted to come
even pinks and blues that once were cruel
were no longer quite so troublesome
 
so instead of fighting our way to the top
in a world that hated our souls
our new way of living brought others to join
leaving behind their rigid controls
 
and soon their systems fell apart
but nobody cared anymore
with these new ways where all were free
people’s truths began to restore
 
and so my dear this is how
the once shriveled being and I
formed a vision beyond pink and blue
and helped the world to unify 1



Slava Ukraini
Eshaan Mani

As cities burn and tanks roll,
The young and old of the borderlands
Rise above the fold.

As David confronted Goliath,
So today the small but zealous confront the strong.

Shunning the warmth of the hearth,
With dignity in their heart,
They walk out into the night,
Clasping their torches,
Lobbing balls of fire
at screeching monsters of metal.

The young girl from Dnipro
Wearing her father’s fur hat,
Two sizes too large,
Sees her country falling to its knees
While her countrymen stand tall.

Her voice, though soft, holds great power,
It swells to the height of the Carpathians
Her arms spread as broad as the low plains.
As her brothers and sisters,
in shared love for their motherland,



In hopeful patriotism,
utter a simple cry:
“Slava Ukraini!”

Her Raggedy Ann doll
Hair about her face in a frenzied frame
Deep eyes seeing all…
was the last thing her father’s eyes saw.

Through the snowscapes of the Donbas
The fur-clad warriors fight.
Fathers and sons,
Uncles and nephews,
Brothers in arms.

The teen from Lviv,
Five-o-clock shadow slowly growing,
Narrows his eyes as he looks at the horizon.
The rising sun sets,
On a stricken land
Infected with the sickness
of egoistic, expansionist violence.
He wonders about Mother and Father
As reports of air raids trickle through his radio.
And when he turns back to fight,
He utters a silent prayer
And then shouts:
“Slava Ukraini!”

The violinist in the bunker,
The soldiers in the tanks,
The mothers throwing Molotovs
Everyone revisits their own story
As their lives flash past their eyes.
Every denouement the same,
Ending in a cry of solidarity, lifting the chains:
“Slava Ukraini!”



Dawn breaks, and the time comes…
When babushka can step out of her corner,
Placing foot after arthritic foot in front of the other,
Stepping out into the light.
She sees blue and yellow, soaring high.
As tears well up in her eyes,
The trumpeting of the Ukrainian anthem begins.
Kyiv tastes freedom,
And a beacon of hope is lit for the world.
Babushka cries,
“Slava Ukrani!” 1



Summer
Amanda Valerie Judd

She was summer.

Hot and humid, with only
the slightest of breezes for relief;
caramel corn skin —
sticky and sweet;
moving slow and sultry . . .
ignoring Fall,
trying to sneak up behind her;
sweat, honeysuckles, and lemonade –
a parade of her scents;
she wore waterfalls around her neck;
the sun itself her hair;
her eyes two swimming pools,
with no lifeguard on duty;
and when she spoke
it held all the joy and laughter of a county fair.

She was summer. 1



The Dance of Decay
Harry Capezzolo

I would drink, and sing,
and bask in the glory of the day
as the bright sun shines so my heart would sway
to march alongside the dogwood blooms
and stand as tall as the tree that looms
my branches would reach me to the sky as a wing
if only to be free.

Then, as they, wither I must.

For in the dance of decay, we have been thrust
known only as they who have been lost
to the glory of man we bound no ring
yet a collar we wear tied by a string
loose enough to let us hang
from the branches of ourselves as a bared fang.

A woe from those who came afore
with words of envy we were told to adore
a silk so smooth it must be worn by all who seek
the moons hallowed glow
the price was meek,
only our soul
yet it was not ours to keep, but natures to sow
and now we hang you with us



another prisoner taken without a fuss
we shall wither away as all things must. 1



The Western Flyer
J A Farina

THE SCENT OF BICYCLE CHAIN OIL RECALLS THE EARLY VOYAGES OF EX-
ploration beyond the narrow corridors of my water street neighbor-
hood. Freedom on two wheels.

My green, third-hand western flyer bike took me to streets where
houses larger than I ever knew stood. Free-riding down steep streets,
the acceleration blowing back my hair, with my spoke-card revving
like a Harley. I’d ride to the city’s core and riverside, racing long red
freighters and CNR trains back to my house and the next day, travel
again.

A summer of discovery by bike, a love of freedom forever. 1



George Washington Carver
An American scientist and inventor.

1864 ~ January 5, 1943

Education is the key to unlock the golden door of freedom.

— George Washington Carver



Notes

1. Cry Freedom

1  John Kaniecki is a writer living in Montclair, New Jersey. He currently works as a
math tutor.
You can view more of John’s work at https://johnkaniecki.blogspot.com/

2. Dilemma, Dilemma

1  Dee Allen, an African-Italian performance poet based in Oakland, California.
Author of 7 books and 53 anthology appearances. "Dilemma, Dilemma" is his 3rd
Flash story.

3. Freedom Fruit

1  Evie Groch has been in education all her life. Now retired, her love of travel and
writing lured her over to the creative side where she’s published in many genres.

4. Freedom Or Freedumb

1  Doug Hawley, the author is a little old former actuary. He has around five hun-
dred publications in the usual genres.
To view more of Doug’s work visit https://sites.google.com/site/aberrantword/

5. Freedom To Change Our World

https://johnkaniecki.blogspot.com/
https://sites.google.com/site/aberrantword/


1  Mark Ready resides in Clarkston, Washington, and works at Washington State
University. He has one grown daughter and lives with his wife Rene and three and
a half dachshunds. His books include: Hedwig and the Battle for Human Destiny
/ A Mother’s Love and a Father’s Journey, Hedwig and the Battle for   Human
Destiny / Hedwig Comes of Age, The St. Nicholas Day Chase / The Journey To
New Edgarton.

6. Freedom To Explore

1  Bob is a retired attorney, poet, husband, father, grandfather, yoga novice, exercise
addict, cyclist, and hurricane survivor. And he enjoys to write what he sees
through poetry.
Visit Bob on line at https://biketouringbob.wordpress.com/

7. Freedom To See

1  Traci Neal is a performing poet and professional writer. She is featured in The
New York Times, Storyberries, InspireMore, Sheen Magazine, and many other
media.
To view more of Traci’s work please visit https://www.tracinealspeakerpoet.com/

8. Friday Afternoon Freedom

1  Carmen Fong (she/her/they) is a Chinese-American writer, artist, and colorectal
surgeon who lives in New York City with her wife and two cats.
To view more of Carmen’s work, visit https://linktr.ee/Hongkongfong

9. Invitation

1  Joan McNerney’s poetry has been included in numerous literary magazines and
has four Best of the Net nominations.

https://biketouringbob.wordpress.com/
https://www.tracinealspeakerpoet.com/
https://linktr.ee/Hongkongfong


10. It is Sad

1  Vincent F. A. Golphin writes and teaches in Central Florida. His last book, 10
Stories Down, reflected on several years in China.
View more of Vincent’s work at https://www.amazon.com/Vincent-F-A-
Golphin/e/B006HK77D0/

11. Light Crashing Into An Inside Wall

1  Retired librarian Alan Bern has published three books of poetry and is an exhib-
ited/published photographer. His press with artist/printer Robert Woods: line-
sandfaces.com.

12. Running, Lightwave Riding

1  Allison Grayhurst is a member of the League of Canadian Poets. Five times nom-
inated for “Best of the Net,” she has over 1300 poems published in over 500 in-
ternational journals.
To view more of Allison’s work visit https://www.allisongrayhurst.com.

13. Shriveled Being

1  Cai Quirk is a genderqueer/fluid multi-disciplinary artist who focuses on the in-
tersections of gender diversity, mythology, nature, and storytelling. Throughout
this piece Cai uses the neutral pronouns ey/em/eirs. Ey/em pronouns were creat-
ed in 1975 by Christine Elverson as another option for gender neutral pronouns
besides they/them/theirs which have been used as singular and plural pronouns
even by Shakespeare.
You can view more of Cai’s work at https://caiquirk.com

14. Slava Ukraini

https://www.amazon.com/Vincent-F-A-Golphin/e/B006HK77D0/
https://www.amazon.com/Vincent-F-A-Golphin/e/B006HK77D0/
https://linesandfaces.com/
https://www.allisongrayhurst.com/
https://research.cristanwilliams.com/2012/02/24/1975-transgender-cross-gender/
https://caiquirk.com/


1  Eshaan is a 16-year-old published author and poet with a passion for service,
filmmaking, podcasting, and playing the dhol.

15. Summer

1  Ms. Judd holds an AFA in Creative Writing. In 2020, she won the Patsy Lea Core
Prize for Poetry. In 2021, her poem, “My Only Label” was nominated for “Best of
the Net 2021.”
You can view more of Amanda’s work at https://www.facebook.com/
AmandaVJudd

16. The Dance of Decay

1  Harold Capezollo III, born in a small town in Southeast Asia to Mack Cappezol-
lo and Freeda Golewinger on August 6th, 1945. Harold spent much of his youth
enjoying nature.

17. The Western Flyer

1  Joseph A Farina is a retired lawyer in Sarnia, Ontario, Canada. An award win-
ning poet. Several of his poems have been published throughout Canada USA and
Europe.

https://www.facebook.com/AmandaVJudd
https://www.facebook.com/AmandaVJudd


About Written Tales

Written Tales gives new and seasoned writers a platform without censorship. A
world stage where their work can reach maximum exposure through multiple
channels.

Without creative arts, innovation dies. Society crumbles into the abyss of igno-
rance. And critical thinking, a lost art. Writers need an uncensored platform for
their voices, and a community to help them grow. Because of this need, I fund the
project because I believe in the cause.

Uncensored?

However, we’re not reckless in what we publish, but open-minded. We believe in
free speech and will protect it, even if we don’t agree with the author’s position.
Some creative works may offend, others will bring happiness. It’s the beauty of a
platform that doesn’t restrict a person’s view. Again, we will not publish reckless
writing. But writing that leads to lively debate, we will.

Final Comments

Our main purpose, help bring literature back to the forefront of society through
short stories, flash fiction, and poetry. If you would like to become part of this
cause, please join us at writtentales.substack.com.

If you are interested in submitting your work for publication, please visit our site
at https://www.writtentales.com.

Thank you,

Written Tales

https://writtentales.substack.com/
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